DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON THE COMBINED FLASH-BINARY GEOTHERMAL POWER GENERATION SYSTEM DRIVEN BY LOW-MEDIUM TEMPERATURE GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM
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To match for the different temperature of the geothermal resource and strengthen the flexibility of organic Rankine cycle (ORC), a variable capacity power generation superstructure based on Flash and ORC for geothermal energy was proposed. A combined Flash-binary experimental prototype is newly established to investigate thermodynamic performance both on system and equipment in this paper. Pressured hot water is adopted as the extensive worldwide existed hydrothermal geothermal resource, eliminating the influence of the used heat transfer oil on evaporating process. The experimental results show that there is an optimal mass flow rate of R245fa under the condition of different heat source temperature. Flash and binary power subsystem dominate the flash-binary power system respectively when the heat source temperature is 120 °Cand 130 °C. The isotropic efficiency of modified compressor just between 0.2 and 0.25; the power output of per ton geofluid are 0.78 kWh · t⁻¹ and 1.31 kWh · t⁻¹ respectively when the heat source temperature are 120 °C and 130 °C. These results will predict the operation data of flash-binary power plant driven by the low-medium temperature geothermal water for construction in Western of China.
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1. Introduction

Renewable energy resources are environment-friendly and inexhaustible. The renewable energy power generation systems are growing very fast worldwide either in the developing or developed regions. Despite lots of distinct advantages of power generation systems based on renewable resource, they suffer apparent disadvantages, such as dependency on climate, complex configurations and high investment of conversion. Therefore, in order to meet the increasing world-wide demand for electricity, an urgent need of efficient and reliable renewable power generation at low cost is intensely observed worldwide.
Geothermal power generation has been proved as one of the most promising renewable energy power generation technologies for its consecutiveness and stabilization [1]. In other words, the feasibility of geothermal power plants is determined by environment cleanliness, economic efficiency, and the highest indicators of installed capacity utilization (among renewable energy sources) [2]. Fig. 1 displays the capacity and the number of units for each type of geothermal power plants in the world 2015 [3].

In fact, many countries are rich in geothermal resource such as Iceland, New Zealand, Indonesia, Kenya, America and China, ranging from the shallow ground to the hot dry rock, and down even to the molten rock which called magma in the earth[4]. However, the low and medium temperature hydrothermal geothermal resource below 150°C will play a significant role in the view of technical and economic conditions of future decades in the Western of China. Flash system is the most common power technology of geothermal power plant because of the stability and convenience. ORC is also the potential technology for its excellent efficiency and flexible layout driven by the low and medium heat source [5-6].

Figure 1: Installed capacity and number for each geothermal plant typology in the world

The performance of a geothermal flash power system is analyzed from the view of thermodynamic, exergy and exergoeconomic [7-9]. Scaling and condenser temperature as constrained conditions are discussed in the double-flash geothermal power plants [10]. At present, the focus on geothermal power plant is to improve performance or modified the existing flash power plants [11]. ORC is the typical representative of the geothermal binary power system. ORC have been investigated on its working fluid screening [12,13], performance optimization[14,15] and dynamic simulation[16,17] in the past several decades. Meanwhile, medium-large scale ORC prototypes and engineering cases have been carried out [18-21]. However, the expensive design and manufacture costs of expander imposes the largest restriction on commercial application of the small-scale ORC system, investment is much larger than 1500 $/kW. And the smaller capacity is, the investment increases larger. Obviously, ORC will not only be used in geothermal energy but also applied to many types of hot source extensively, if the cost of expander can be lower. Fortunately, replacing expander with a modified reversed compressor in ORC gives researchers a feasible way [22,23], and a great many air-conditioning enterprises have tried to enter into ORC market. The most types of small scale ORC expanders modified from compressor is scroll type, Chang et al. [24] experimentally investigated an ORC with a scroll expander. The maximal shaft power output and electricity power output were 1.74kW and 1.375 kW when using R245fa as working fluid, respectively. Bracco et al. [25] also
investigated an ORC system with a scroll expander, the system output power was 1.1~1.5kW when pressure ratio of working fluid of R245fa was 5~6.5. Quoilin et al. [26] investigated an ORC prototype with an open-drive oil-free scroll expander and used R123. The maximal isentropic efficiency of the expander was 68%. Twomey et al. [27] reported on a small-scale ORC using R134a and a scroll expander. The results demonstrated a maximal isentropic efficiency of the expander of 59% with a corresponding ORC efficiency of 3.47%. Guangbin et al. [28] obtained the highest isentropic efficiency of the expanders modified from scroll compressor distributed in the range of 57~84.9%.

The flash-binary power system, which combines the benefits associated with both flash cycles and binary cycles, have been investigated by several researchers recently for the better exploitation of high-temperature geothermal resources. Zeyghami [29] gives the performance analysis and binary working fluid selection of the flash-binary geothermal system; many working fluids can be selected when the geothermal temperature ranges from 150-250 °C based on the performance of the power system. Besides thermodynamic analysis, exergy cost evaluation and exergoeconomic analysis are also studied [30-33], first law efficiency, exergy efficiency, exergy cost and power cost are calculated based on the self-built physical model by numerical simulation method.

The optimal design of geothermal flash or binary power plants is studies in University of Pisa and Stanford University. The University of Tabriz in Iran and University of Gaziantep in Turkey focus on exergoeconomic analysis of flash-binary power system. Berlin geothermal power plant added a binary power system based on original flash power system by LaGEO in El Salvador. In China, experiment and simulation are studied by Tianjin University, Xi’an Jiaotong University and Chinese Academy Science.

It can be seen that there is no experimental data for the flash-binary power system. However, the overwhelming majority of ORC preliminary investigation used conduction oil as the intermediate heat transfer medium of hot source, neglecting the influence of the vast difference of the heat transfer property between geothermal hot water and conduction oil on the ORC system performance. In fact, excepting the thermodynamic parameters, the heat transfer medium character also affects the dynamic response of the flash-binary system. Therefore, this paper explores the steady performance with working fluid of R245fa in different mass flow rates, and dynamic response of the flash-binary system under the condition of varying heat source temperature. It is noted that, hot water of 120 °C and 130 °C are adapted to simulate the low and medium temperature hydrothermal geothermal resource without using an intermediate heat transfer medium. Scroll expander reversed from an air-conditioning compressor is employed and the system is tested.

2. Experimental setup and procedure

The schematic diagram and experiment photograph of flash-binary power system are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The total capacity of the power system is 2 kW. The primary design data of the experiment test are shown in Table 1.
Table. 1 Basic design data of the experiment test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heat source temperature</th>
<th>Cooling water temperature</th>
<th>Preheater area</th>
<th>Evaporator area</th>
<th>Condenser area of ORC</th>
<th>Condenser area of flash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>℃</td>
<td>℃</td>
<td>m²</td>
<td>m²</td>
<td>m²</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. Experimental setup

The experimental test of flash-binary power system is composed of electric pressurized water boiler, flash power subsystem, binary power subsystem and cooling tower. An electric pressurized water boiler (AEWT/H-30-80) is simulated as the geothermal water, with four electrical heating rods having a capacity of 80 kW. The cooling tower (DBNL-15T) is installed at outdoor, extracting heat from condenser to air environment. For power generation system, an efficient expander with low power capacity is not available in the market. Hence, a modified compressor for reverse direction installation is used to simulate the expansion in the binary power subsystem, and a shut-off valve for controlling opening fraction is used to simulate the expansion in the flash power system.
Flash power subsystem is composed of five major components: a throttle valve, a flashing separator, a vacuum pump, a shut-off valve and a condenser. The shut-off valve is used to simulate the expansion in the flash power subsystem by controlling the opening fraction of the valve. The vacuum pump is used to pump gas in the condenser and the flashing separator.

Binary power subsystem includes a diaphragm pump, a preheater, an evaporator, a scroll-type expander and a condenser. The working fluid mass flow rate is controlled by the diaphragm pump (SJ3-M-630/1.5) with different values. The preheater, evaporator and condenser are plate heat exchangers, and the insulating foam is equipped around them to avoid the heat loss. The scroll-type expander is modified from a small auto air-conditioning compressor (ATC-066-J10) with a volume ratio of about 4.65. The expander shaft power is transferred to the direct current permanent magnet motor (JFZ168-H) by pulley and belt. Then, the direct current produced and it is consumed by the LED lamp. R245fa is used in our study as the working fluid due to its excellent environmental property and better thermodynamic performance, especially its good match ability at low and medium temperature heat source.

The simulated high-temperature geothermal water from electric pressurized water boiler is partially vaporized by a throttle valve, and then enters to flashing separator. The saturated steam and water are separated in the separator. The separated saturated steam enters to the shut-off valve in flash power subsystem for reducing pressure and the separated saturated water enters to evaporator for heating R245fa in binary power subsystem. The separated saturated steam is cooled in the condenser by the cooling water. The separated saturated water flows into evaporator, preheater and finally into the boiler. The condenser working fluid of R245fa is pumped to preheater by diaphragm pump. The R245fa is heated to saturated liquid by separated water in preheater. The superheated vapor of R245fa from evaporator enters to expander to generate electricity, and then cooling in the condenser by cooling water. The working fluid finished a closed cycle in condenser, preheater and evaporator.

2.2. Experimental procedure and measurement

The flash-binary power experiment test includes lots of equipment and measuring instruments. Experiment must be operated carefully. The experimental procedures are as follows:

1. The system is started with cooling water circulation in the condenser of flash and binary subsystem;
2. Switch on the electric pressurized water boiler to heat the water and open the vacuum pump of flash power subsystem. Make sure the flash power subsystem operates stably by adjusting hot water valve to ensure the water level at 1/3 height of the separator.
3. Open the working fluid diaphragm pump of binary power subsystem, and make the modified expander rotate when the R245fa vapor at outlet of evaporator is at super heat state;
4. Change the mass flow rate of R245fa and record the experiment operation data. Reset the boiler temperature from 120 °C to 130 °C and repeat the steps from (1) to (4).

The temperature and pressure in the main components are measured by PT100 and pressure transducers respectively. The R245fa and water mass flow rate measured by Coriolis flowmeter and electromagnetic flowmeter respectively. Various operating parameters such as pressure, temperature, and flow rates are monitored.
3. Data acquisition and processing

The fraction of shut-off valve is 1/6 in flash power subsystem and heat source temperature changes from 120°C to 130°C. The mass flow rate of R245fa is the main parameter adjusted by manually in the experiment. The steady and dynamic of parameters will be analyzed, and the optimal mass flow rate of R245fa will be obtained from the experiment. The performances of the flash-binary power system are calculated by test data. Thermal properties of R245fa have obtained from NIST (Refprop 9.1) software. The main test data include the inlet and outlet pressure of expander $P_5$ and $P_6$, the inlet and outlet temperature of expander $T_5$ and $T_6$, R245fa mass flow rate $m_8$, hot water mass flow rate $m_9$, separator water mass flow rate $m_{s2}$, separator pressure $P_{11}$, separator temperature $T_{11}$ and rejection temperature $T_{s5}$. The performance indexes include first law efficiency, effective exergy efficiency and power output of per ton geofluid.

Hot water mass flow rate is $m_9$ and tested by turbine flowmeter,

$$m_9 = m_{10} \quad (1)$$

The vapor mass flow rate of the flash system is $m_{11}$ and calculated as follow,

$$m_{11} = m_{10} - m_{s2} \quad (2)$$

The specific exergy and exergy of state 9 are $e_9$ and $Ex_9$ respectively,

$$e_9 = h_9 - h_0 - T_0(s_9 - s_0) \quad (3)$$

$$Ex_9 = m_9 e_9 \quad (4)$$

Power output of flash power subsystem,

$$w_{F,Turbine} = m_1 (h_1 - h_2) \quad (5)$$

Power output of binary power subsystem,

$$w_{B,Turbine} = m_8(h_8 - h_5) \quad (6)$$

Power output of flash-binary power system,

$$w_{total} = w_{F,Turbine} + w_{B,Turbine} \quad (7)$$

The isentropic efficiency of expender,

$$\eta_{turbine} = \frac{h_5 - h_6}{h_5 - h_{s5}} \quad (8)$$

Power output of per ton geofluid,

$$Ne = \frac{w_{total}}{3.6m_9} \quad (9)$$

First efficiency of the flash-binary system,

$$\eta_1 = \frac{w_{total}}{m_9(h_9 - h_5)} \quad (10)$$

The exergy efficiency is calculated based on a constant reference temperature.

$$\eta_2 = \frac{w_{total}}{Ex_9} \quad (11)$$

The uncertainty of directly measured parameters such as the temperature, the pressure and the flow rates are provided by the manufacturers, as shown in Table 2. Uncertainties associated with each of the derived quantities such as power output, thermal efficiency and exergy efficiency are estimated by using the law of propagation of uncertainty. The uncertainty of derived quantity $Y$ can be calculated by
\[ U_y = \left[ (\frac{\partial y}{\partial x_1} U_{x_1})^2 + (\frac{\partial y}{\partial x_2} U_{x_2})^2 + \cdots + (\frac{\partial y}{\partial x_n} U_{x_n})^2 \right]^{1/2} \] (12)

Where \( U_{x_1}, U_{x_2}, \ldots, U_{x_n} \) are the uncertainties of the directly measured parameters of \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \) respectively. Each variable sensitivity associated with the calculation of \( Y \) represented by partial differential parameters such as \( \frac{\partial y}{\partial x_1}, \frac{\partial y}{\partial x_2}, \ldots, \frac{\partial y}{\partial x_n} \) [34].

The value of uncertainty calculated for flash power subsystem capacity is ±3.2%, binary power subsystem capacity is ±2.8%, flash-binary power system capacity is ±3.1%, modified expander isentropic efficiency is±4.5%, power output of per ton geofluid is ±3.2%, first-law efficiency is ±3.7% and effective exergy efficiency is ±3.8%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Measured parameters and details of uncertainties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R245fa mass flow rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot water mass flow rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling water mass flow rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results and discussion

In the experiment, the fraction of the shut-off valve in the flash system is 1/6, the mass flow rate of R245fa is adjusted manually. The typical experiment operation data at 120 °C and 130 °C are shown in Table 3. The environment temperature is 15 °C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Typical experimental operation data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>States point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7
| \(c_1\) | 24.9 | 2.44 | 20.1 | 2.44 |
| \(c_2\) | - | 1 | - | 1 |
| \(c_3\) | 29.1 | 1 | 23 | 1 |
| \(c_4\) | - | 1.44 | - | 1.44 |
| \(c_5\) | 30.9 | 1.44 | 24 | 1.44 |

4.1. Experimental data analysis

Figure 4 gives the operational data of pressure and temperature at the condition of \(T_9=120^\circ C\) and \(T_9=130^\circ C\) respectively. The left and right Y-axis represent mass flow rate of R245fa \((m_8, \text{black})\) and pressure/temperature values respectively. The value of x-axis represents the experimental operation time. The mass flow rate percentage of R245fa diaphragm pump increases from 16% to 35% at the heat source temperature is 120\(^\circ\)C. \(P_5\) (blue) increases with increasing \(m_8\) and fluctuates in 8.6 bar when the percentage is more than 26%. \(P_6\) (red) and \(P_{11}\) (green) maintain at 1.9bar and 0.8 bar respectively. \(T_{s2}\) (blue), \(T_{s5}\) (red) and \(T_{s}\) (green) are about 97\(^\circ\)C, 86\(^\circ\)C and 85\(^\circ\)C respectively. When the percentage more than 26\%, \(T_{s}\) (purple) decreases sharply and the LED light of binary power subsystem flickers frequently. The optimal mass flow rate of \(m_8\) is about 0.075 kg/s at 26\% of the diaphragm pump.

The mass flow rate percentage of R245fa diaphragm pump increases from 16\% to 24\% at the heat source temperature is 130\(^\circ\)C. The percentage of R245fa diaphragm pump cannot be adjusted too much because of the power of heat source boiler. \(P_5\) (blue) increases with increasing \(m_8\) and fluctuates in 7.1 bar when the percentage is more than 20\%. \(P_6\) (red) and \(P_{11}\) (green) maintain at 1.6 bar and 0.8 bar respectively. \(T_{s2}\) (blue), \(T_{s5}\) (red) and \(T_{s}\) (green) are about 95\(^\circ\)C, 75.8\(^\circ\)C and 83\(^\circ\)C respectively. When the percentage is more than 20\%, the \(T_{s}\) (purple) decreases sharply from 66\(^\circ\)C and the LED light of binary power subsystem is flickering. The optimal mass flow rate of \(m_8\) is about 0.058 kg/s at 20\% of the diaphragm pump.
Figure 4 Pressure and temperature variation with time at $T_s=120^\circ C$ and $T_s=130^\circ C$

Figure 5 gives the operation data of mass flow rate and cooling temperature at the condition of $T_s=120^\circ C$ and $T_s=130^\circ C$ respectively. The left and right Y-axis represent mass flow rate of R245fa ($m_8$, black) and water mass flow rate/cooling temperature respectively. The value of x-axis represents the experimental operation time. The mass flow rate percentage of R245fa diaphragm pump increases from 16% to 35% at the heat source temperature is 120 $^\circ$C. $m_{10}$ (red) and $m_{c2}$ (blue) fluctuate periodically when the percentage is less than 26%. $m_{10}$ and $m_{c2}$ are 0.54 kg/s and 0.53 kg/s respectively when the percentage is 26%. $m_{c2}$ (green), $m_{c4}$ (purple), $T_{c1}$ (blue), $T_{c3}$ (red) and $T_{c5}$ (green) are 1 kg/s, 1.44 kg/s, 25 $^\circ$C, 29 $^\circ$C and 31 $^\circ$C respectively.

The mass flow rate percentage of R245fa diaphragm pump increases from 16% to 24% at the heat source temperature is 130 $^\circ$C. $m_{10}$ and $m_{c2}$ are 0.141 kg/s and 0.138 kg/s respectively when the percentage is 20%. $m_{c2}$, $m_{c4}$, $T_{c1}$, $T_{c3}$ and $T_{c5}$ are 1 kg/s, 1.44 kg/s, 20 $^\circ$C, 23 $^\circ$C and 24 $^\circ$C respectively.

The trend of operation parameters in figure 5 corresponds to the parameters characteristics of figure 4. The optimal mass flow rate of $m_8$ is about 0.075 kg/s at 26% of diaphragm pump and 0.058 kg/s at 20% of diaphragm pump respectively when the heat source temperature is 120 $^\circ$C and 130 $^\circ$C.
Figure 5 Mass flow rate and cooling temperature variation with time at $T_9=120^\circ C$ and $T_9=130^\circ C$

4.2. Performance evaluation

Figure 6 gives the output power of flash-binary system and subsystem. The left Y-axis represents mass flow rate of R245fa ($m_8$, black). The right Y-axis represents output power of flash-
binary system (green), flash subsystem (red) and binary subsystem (blue) respectively. The value of x-axis represents the experimental operation time. $W_{\text{total}}$, $W_{F, \text{Turbine}}$ and $W_{B, \text{Turbine}}$ are calculated from the test values. $W_{\text{total}}$, $W_{F, \text{Turbine}}$ and $W_{B, \text{Turbine}}$ are 1.5 kW, 1.1 kW and 0.4 kW respectively at the condition of $T_9=120^\circ$C and $m_8=0.075$ kg/s. $W_{F, \text{Turbine}}$ is nearly 3 times than $W_{B, \text{Turbine}}$ at $T_9=120^\circ$C. $W_{\text{total}}$, $W_{F, \text{Turbine}}$ and $W_{B, \text{Turbine}}$ are 0.67 kW, 0.32 kW and 0.35 kW respectively at the condition of $T_9=130^\circ$C and $m_8=0.058$ kg/s. $W_{F, \text{Turbine}}$ is less than $W_{B, \text{Turbine}}$ at $T_9=130^\circ$C. It can be seen that flash and binary power subsystem dominate the flash-binary power system at $T_9=120^\circ$C and $T_9=130^\circ$C respectively. The higher heat source temperature is, the better for binary power subsystem. It should be given priority to the high capacity of binary power subsystem during design section when the heat source temperature is more than 130°C.

Figure 6 Power output performance with time at $T_9=120^\circ$C and $T_9=130^\circ$C

The isotropic efficiency of modified expender is calculated by test values. Figure 7 gives expander isotropic efficiency trend with increasing $m_8$. The $\eta_{\text{turbine}}$ (blue) decreases sharply at the beginning of system operation and then fluctuates between 0.2 and 0.25 at the condition of $T_9=120^\circ$C or $T_9=130^\circ$C. The isotropic efficiency of a modified expander in flash-binary power subsystem is just between 0.2 and 0.25 when flash-binary power system operates stably.
Power output per ton of geofluid is an important performance for the geothermal power plant. Figure 8 gives the power output trend among the flash-binary system operation. $Ne$ (red) decreases firstly and then increases with increasing $m_b$ (black), the system has an optimal mass flow rate of R245fa when $Ne$ reaches the stable value. The $Ne$ is $0.78 \text{ kWh} \cdot \text{t}^{-1}$ and $1.31 \text{ kWh} \cdot \text{t}^{-1}$ respectively at the condition of $T_9=120^\circ\text{C}$ or $T_9=130^\circ\text{C}$ when the system operates stably. The higher heat source temperature is, the higher power output.
Figure 8 Power output per ton of geofluid with time at $T_9=120^\circ C$ and $T_9=130^\circ C$

The flash-binary power system was also estimated by first law efficiency and exergy efficiency with respect to time as shown in figure 9. The first law efficiency (blue) and exergy efficiency are 2.1% and 4.3% respectively when the system operates stably with $T_9=120 ^\circ C$. Correspondingly, these two values are 2.2% and 6.2% respectively with $T_9=130 ^\circ C$. The low efficiency of the system is caused by the low efficiency of expender in power subsystem.
5. Conclusions

A combined Flash-Binary experimental prototype of geothermal power generation system is newly established. Some valuable data obtained and applied in the future power plant construction from the experiment as:

(1) Flash and binary power subsystem dominate the flash-binary power system respectively when the heat source temperature are 120 °C and 130°C. The efficiency of binary power subsystem should be priority during design section when the heat source temperature is higher than 130 °C.

(2) The power output of per ton geofluid are 0.78 kWh·t⁻¹ and 1.31 kWh·t⁻¹ respectively, and when the heat source temperature are 120 °Cand 130°C. The higher heat source temperature is, the better performance of flash-binary power system.

(3) The exergy efficiencies are 4.3% and 6.2% respectively with $T_0=120\, ^\circ\text{C}$ and $T_0=130\, ^\circ\text{C}$ because of the low efficiency of expander.
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Nomenclature

$E$—exergy, kW;
$e$—specific exergy, kJ/kg;
$m$—mass flow rate, kg/s;
$W_{\text{B,Turbine}}$ — power output of binary power subsystem, kW;
\( W_{F,Turbine} \) — power output of flash power subsystem, kW;  
\( W_{total} \) — power output of flash-binary power system, kW;  
\( Ne \) — power out per ton geofluid, kWh/t  
\( P \) — pressure, bar;  
\( T \) — temperature, \( ^\circ \)C;  
Greek symbols  
\( \eta_1 \) — first law efficiency of flash-binary system, \%;  
\( \eta_2 \) — exergy efficiency, \%;  
\( \eta_{turbine} \) — isentropic efficiency of expander, \%;  
Subscripts  
1-8 — working fluid state;  
9-13 — hot water state;  
s1-s5 — separator water state;  
c1-c5 — cooling water state;  
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